G ary Nabhan's exciting history of the legendary plant explorer and eminent Russian scientist Nikolay Vavilov is built around a chronology of the famous collecting trips in the early 20th century and descriptions of the seeds and other reproductive plant parts that made their way to the extensive collections in Leningrad. In addition to seed collections, Vavilov left copious notes about the farms and markets he visited. It is these notes that informed Nabhan's retracing of several of the same routes from 2002 to 2006. In recounting the recent trips, the author provides a catalog of major changes in farming systems and rural landscapes as well as notes on many sites and markets that appear to be unchanged across 60 to 90 yr.
Where Our Food Comes From begins with a compelling and articulate foreword by Ken Wilson of the Christensen Fund, an introduction that puts the Vavilov legacy and Nabhan's narrative into valuable historical and contemporary perspective. Wilson points out how people have a sincere concern for loss of coral reefs and tropical rain forests but often do not realize how important genetic diversity in our food crops will be for the future of human nutrition and for our survival. Vavilov's life work was dedicated to raising awareness of the importance of biodiversity and how this informs our knowlearly in the Second World War, technici seed samples, carefully labeled them, and east to protect them from the advancing The incredible story of how the extensiv of germplasm were preserved during the by the German army in 1940 again gave goose bumps when I visited the Institute This time I heard first hand from the mu about the dedicated staff and families tha than dig into the precious collections. T preserving this invaluable resource was a the charisma and altruism inspired by th Vavilov, who at that time was languishin in a Russian prison in Saratov some 900 that chapter continues later. Now back to the story of exploratio han chronicles the extraordinary record than an accomplished geneticist, as the v explorer who organized 115 research ex the landscape in 64 countries. Dr. Vavilo many of these trips, braving malaria and well as rigors of travel by vehicle, by hor by foot into some of the most remote are crops were grown. It was from these ext experiences that emerged the theory of c of our current crops, the areas where ma was found and where the crops were firs It is this legacy that Vavilov passes on to generations of plant breeders. His motiv new crops that would help feed the peop
